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Abstract
The problem of optimally purchasing new products is common to many companies and industries. This
thesis describes how this challenge was addressed at Zara, a leading retailer in the "fast fashion"
industry. This thesis discusses the development of a methodology to optimize the purchasing process
for seasonal, short life-cycle articles. The methodology includes a process to develop a point forecast of
demand of new articles, the top-down forecast at the color and size level and an optimization module to
produce recommendations to define the optimal quantity to purchase and the optimal origin to source
from.
This thesis is the first phase of a two phases purchasing optimization process. The focus of this thesis is:
a) the outline of an enhanced purchasing methodology b) the development of the most important input
in the system: a point forecast of demand at the article, color, and size level, and c) the development of
an IT prototype to automatically manage the purchasing methodology. The second phase of the
purchasing optimization process focuses on the optimization module. The optimization module is
beyond the reach of this thesis.
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1. Overview
1.1 Project overview
The operation strategy of the companies in the retail industry is delimited by their availability in
maintaining the flow of raw materials and finished goods in their supply chains. The continuous
operation in the retail sector also depends on the companies' ability to deliver the correct set of
products, in the correct place, at the correct time to improve the sales performance in the stores.
Therefore, developing and improving the companies' sales forecasting techniques is important in the
retail sector. To this end, researchers have developed increasingly sophisticated forecasting techniques,
believed to more accurately model the complexities of marketplace conditions'.
This thesis is based on an internship conducted at Zara, the flagship brand of Inditex SA Corporation
(2010). The main purpose of this thesis is to propose a standardized improved purchasing methodology
that combines the art of buying with the science of sales forecasting. This enhanced methodology is
accompanied by a set of tools that facilitates the decision making process in the purchasing
departments. Previous research have consistently show that qualitative forecasting practice (art) are
more widely used than quantitative forecasting techniques (science), even though there is an extensive
research supporting the superiority of the quantitative forecasting methods in most situations
(Dalrymple, 1987; McCarthy et al., 2006; Mentzer & Cox, 1984;Mentzer & Kahn, 1994; Sparkes &
McHugh, 1984; Davis & Mentzer, 2007) they proposed a hybrid purchasing methodology that
combines the best of the qualitative and quantitative forecast.
1.2 Company Overview
Inditex SA Corporation, a Spanish company based near the port of La Corufia, Spain, is the world's
largest fashion retailer. It has eight store brand names: Zara, Pull & Bear, Massimo Dutti, Bershka,
Stradivarius, Oysho, Zara Home, and Uterque. With operations in 82 countries, it has 5,527 stores and
more than 92,000 employees. Inditex SA's unique management model, based on innovation and
13
(Fildes & Hastings, 1994)
flexibility, and its vision of fashion, based on creativity and quality designs, together with the capacity
to react quickly to market demands, have enabled it to enjoy rapid international expansion and an
outstanding reaction to its various commercial concepts.
In May 2001, Inditex turned into a publicly traded company, valued at $8 billion (69 billion at the
time)2. When the public offer occurred, the company made a major effort to make itself known to
investors, explaining its structure, its business model, and its organization. The investors showed their
confidence by participating in a public share offering that prompted very high levels of
oversubscription.
The fashion retail industry is a volatile environment in which globalization, customization, and speed
are the key drivers for success. Within today's financial environment, traditional companies' valuation
practices have evolved to more sophisticated and data-driven conventions. In the past, including the
operational data, such as inventory data, to valuate a company was not a common practice 3. However,
investors today consider that the earnings per share movements in retail companies are strongly
correlated with their operations and supply chain performance.
A main goal of this thesis is to standardize the purchasing process in all the sourcing departments of
the company, with the future intention of optimizing the overall stocking level of the company. The
current situation of the inventory levels at Inditex SA can be summarized as follows: the inventory
turnover of the company in 2010 was 4.2 times a year, a 14% decrease compared to 2009; also in 2010
the obtained markups were 145%, an increase of 8% compared to 2009. The inventory turnover and
markups combined reflect that the company made more profits per sale on average. The inventory
turnover metric can be used as a performance reference of a retailer, as shown in "An Econometric
2 ("Inside Zara," Forbes Global)
3 Fishers and Raman. The New Science of Retailing: How Analytics are Transforming the Supply Chain
and Improving Performance. (2010)
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Table 1: 2009-2010 Inditex Group Income Statement Analysis 4
Inditex SA
Consolidated Income Statement Analysis
(In thousands of euros)
2010 2009 Comparison
2010-2009
Net Sales 6 12,526,595 E 11,083,514 12%
Cost of Merchandise (COGS) C 5,104,573 6 4,755,505 7%
Gross Margin e7,422,022 6 6,328,009 15%
Gross Margin! Sales 59% 57% 4%
Markup (Gross Margin/COGS) 145% 133% 8%
Net Income 6 1,741,280 6 1,322,137 24%
Earnings per share Euro Cents 6 277.90 6 211.40 24%
End Year Inventory 1,214,623 992,570 18%
Inventory Turnover 4.20 4.80 -14%
(COGS/Inventory)
Total Stores 6 5,044 6 4,607 9%
Average Sales per store 6 2,483 6 2,406 3%
Property, Plant & Equipment (PPE) 6 3,397,083 6 3,293,535 3%
Sales/PPE 3.687 3,365 9%
Table I summarizes the most important financial figures from the Inditex SA income statement. From
a financial perspective", Inditex SA is clearly a growing and healthy company. A 12% increase in
operating revenue has combined with an extraordinary net income performance increase of 24%
compared to 2009. All of these growth ratios show the financial stability of the company. One ratio
that measures the operative performance of the purchasing group is the profit margin, in 2009 it was
required 42% of the profits to cover the COGS, in 2010 the requirement was reduced to 40%.
However, a company growing at an accelerated pace faces several operative challenges. The main
operative challenges that Inditex SA is experiencing are the following: maintaining a good relationship
with suppliers; creating supply chain processes with adequate inventory controls; staying current with
4 (Inditex SA Consolidated Income Statement 2009-2010, www.inditex.com)
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IT technology and document policies; sharing best practices and procedures; and, finally, sustaining
the same customer focus while growing the staff inorganically'.
1.2 Zara Overview
The Inditex SA Group is made up of more than 100 companies operating in textile design,
manufacturing and distribution. Zara is the best-known brand of the group and the flagship of the
company; it represents 70% of the total sales of the company and it has operations in 82 countries, with
a network of more than 1,600 stores, mostly owned and operated by the group.
Their latest addition, the new store in downtown Sydney, opened in 2011, breaking the E40M record
on the opening night and giving Zara exposure for the first time in Oceania. Until 2010 the only selling
channel for Zara was at the retail outlets located on five continents: America, Europe, Asia, Africa and
now Oceania. In September 2010, it opened up to online retail; this format is only offered in selected
countries, based on the Internet penetration and distribution capabilities, and e-commerce operations in
China started in September 2011. In the near future, the online business will become one of the main
retailing channels for the company.6
The core business strategy of Zara is: "Cutting-edge Fashion at Affordable Prices," 7 and their main
operation strategy is a combination of Just-in-time manufacturing and a highly vertically integrated
structure. The planning cycle for Zara, as for many other fashion retailers, starts a year in advance of
the corresponding season. Zara's designing team is formed by 250 designers8 , each one of them will
create over a 100 designs a year, just half of them will make it to Zara's windows, and just a few
designs will become top sellers. Designing appealing garments is just one side of the successful
5 (Fast Growing Companies - Challenges and Solutions, Steve Y. Lehrer, 2011)
6 (http://www.inditex.com/en/whowe are/timeline)
7 (The Fast-Fashion Business Model: An Overview Based on the Zara Case, F. Caro, 2008)
8 (Zara, Case Study. K. Ferdows, M. Lewis, and J.A.D. Machuca, 2003)
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business model of Zara; after preparation of the final assortment that will fill the shelves of the store in
the next season, the tangible operation of creating more than 14,000 articles a year will take place.
To offer cutting-edge products at affordable prices, Zara follows a "fast fashion" philosophy. That
entails, a combination of two factors: first, a short production and distribution lead-times and second, a
highly fashionable product design9. In addition, the firm exerts a strong control over almost all the
supply chain: design, purchasing, production, distribution, and retailing.
As companies struggle to increase customer value by improving performance, many companies are
turning attention to purchasing and supply management. Getting the materials and inputs services from
suppliers has a major impact on companies' ability to met customers needs'4. Purchasing is one of the
main cost-savings activities in the entire supply management. The ratio COGS (5.105B E) to Net Sales
(12.527B E) for Zara was 40% in 2010". That is, for every Euro collected from the sales operations,
forty cents go back to the suppliers. Thus, the amount of time and effort that the buyer (person in
charge of the purchasing, procuring, and sourcing activities in Zara) spends bargaining over a better
deal or building a stronger relation with the suppliers, impacts directly the profitability of the company.
The sourcing strategy at Zara can be subdivided into four different types. The first type is the
procurement qffabrics. This type of procurement refers to the purchase of large volume of fabrics that
are constantly used in the company. These fabrics, are commodities and their market prices commove
with the oil price i.e. cotton, cold wool. The commitments for these textiles are made roughly 6-8
months prior to the delivery in stores, and they can be carried as inventory if a strong movement in
price is expected. This type of sourcing strategy gives Zara a relevant economy of scales edge. In
addition, by having available raw material in their inventories their production time is shorter.
9 (The Value of Fast Fashion: Quick Response, Enhanced Design and Strategic Consumer Behavior, G.P.
Cachon and R. Swinney, 2010)(Purchasing and Supply Chain Management, R. M. Monczka, R. B. Hanfield, and L. Giunipero, 2009)
" (Inditex SA Consolidated Income Statement 2009-2010, www.inditex.com)
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The second sourcing strategy is in house manufacturing. The 35% of Zara's total production is done in
the Inditex owned factories, located next to the company's headquarters. Once a design is completed,
the garment's patterns cut on site. Then, all the sewing is subcontracted to a network of 400 smaller
firms in the surrounding areas of Galicia. Finally, the pieces of cloth are returned to the Inditex
factories to be quality-inspected and prepared for shipment. This is the most efficient sourcing method
of all, from start to finish the process can take one or two weeks, assuming there is enough fabric in
stock, and there are available resources at the sewing contractors. The final quality of the products is
very high; the most complicated designs are done in house. Thus, this sourcing method is the most
expensive of all. 12
The third sourcing strategy is the proximity sourcing. Between 40-55% of the total production is
sourced using the proximity strategy. Most commonly Zara procures the fabric and gives the design
specifications and the sewing patterns. A closely monitored third party subcontractor cuts, sews
finalizes the assembly, and the inbound transportation of the clothes. The proximity subcontractors are
primarily located in Portugal, Turkey and Spain. This type of sourcing strategy will take from start to
delivery four to six weeks".
The fourth sourcing strategy is called long circuit. It is a fully subcontracted operation, Zara provides
the design and quality inspection, but the third party provides the fabric, patterning, sewing, and
inbound transportation of the final assembly of the product. This strategy is used for high volume low
fashion design articles i.e. knitwear cardigans. The subcontractors are located in Asia (China, India and
Vietnam). The delivery of the final product can take up to 12 weeks and the cost per unit that can be
negotiated is the lowest of all sourcing types.
The four sourcing strategies are owned and highly monitored by the different purchasing groups in the
company. The first sourcing strategy looks for the most important raw material in the system, the
12(N. Fraiman, M.Singh, and C. Paris. Zara Case. Columbia Business School, 2002)(N. Fraiman, M.Singh, and C. Paris. Zara Case. Columbia Business School, 2002)
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textile. This sourcing type can be combined with the other three strategies. The responsible for the
fabrics sourcing are specialized textile buyers that are constantly looking for good quality/price deals.
The remaining three sourcing strategies are methods to acquire final goods. The buyers make the
decision of making in house (second sourcing strategy) or outsource from suppliers (third and fourth
sourcing strategies). The decision is based on four criteria, ranked in order of importance: production
speed, supplier experience (quality of the final product), cost-efficiency and available capacity.
Depending on the product mix in the different groups, and the final products available in the stores the
buyers will strategically place the final goods orders. That is, buyers will decide to make in house
those designs that requires special care or that they need to be deliver into the stores very fast. But they
will select to outsource the easy design and high volume products that can bring cost reductions
through economies of scales. Figure I shows the main activities develop in the buyer's role. The figure
also illustrates the trade offs between the different final goods' sourcing origins.
1. Negotiate the costs of articles
2. Visit suppliers
3. Show the possible mix of articles in the stores
4. Decide how much to buy from where
Long
Sourcing
Proximity
Sourcing
Make in
house
Figure 1: The role of a buyer in the organization
Zara is subdivided into three operative departments: "Children" (12% of the total sales), "Men" (15%
of the total sales) and "Women" (73% of the total sales). After the products are manufactured, all the
items are inbound transported and stored in one of the two Zara's Distribution Centers (DCs) (La
19
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Coruna Spain and Zaragoza Spain). The inbound transportation methods are three: truck, air or ship. If
the sourcing strategy selected by the buyer is making in house, the required inbound transportation
method is truck, and the products are same-day-deliver from the local sewing subcontractors to Inditex
own factories. If the buyer selected proximity sourcing method, there are two options truck or
airfreight. The recommended transportation method for this sourcing origin is truck. The products that
are delivered from Portugal take approximately one week to be delivered. If the product origin is
Turkey or Morocco, the journey can take between two to three weeks. Finally, if the sourcing type is
long circuit the two options are ship freight and airfreight. The suggested transportation method is ship
and it will take between six and eight weeks. These differences in time are key in understanding the
differences in Zara's product mix; high fashion items are mostly sourced from proximate suppliers or
they will be produced in-house, whereas basic items (with a simple design, easy to manufacture patter
and low fashion trendiness), such as a white T-shirt, will most likely come from Asia. Once the items
are at the DCs, the manner through which the references get to the stores is the same regardless of
where they are sourced from; references are sorted by store at the DCs and trucked to European stores
shipped or air freighted to the rest of the world.' 4
Zara commits only a portion of its season inventory months in advance. . Once the selling season
starts, the total budget is split between different sourcing origins. The rest is in season production. 16
Most of this reminder will be produced in house, just after the ramping up collection in the stores.
Figure 2 schematizes the ongoing business cycle that Zara faces after observing the customers'
reactions to the first products of the collection. Figure 3 shows how the two most important business
cycles in the company, buying and selling are related. Zara is an organization highly driven by sales
performance. The in-season production is the most flexible asset of the company, and it allows the
(Myraida Vega, 2005)
(N. Fraiman, M.Singh, and C. Paris. Zara Case. Columbia Business School, 2002)
(N. Fraiman, M.Singh, and C. Paris. Zara Case. Columbia Business School, 2002)
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modify the assortment according to the market demand, and they will contain the profit loss of articles
that might be not as successful as others; i.e., if a long sleeve T-shirt is not selling well during the
summer, they might not distribute to the rest of the world until the next season. On the other hand, if a
product shows a strong demand, the sourcing departments will be triggered to look for more volume of
that reference, adjusting ad-hoc to stores' necessity.
Customer ,
Voice
Store Fashion
Experience Trend
Supply DesignChain
Product
Selection
Figure 2: In-season selling loop
Selling Cycle
Summer Season Winter Season
WinterLaunchSummer Launch
Winter Sale Summer Sale
Long Sourcing
inh Winter Season
Proximity Sourcing
Winter Winter Season Buying WinterLaunch i-Be
In house
Winter Making winter collection
Launch
Figure 3: Selling and buying cycles
The "Projects Team" led the project on which this thesis is based; this group serves as the systems
integrator in the organization. The team is closely related to the three most important functional areas
21
in the company: operations top management (logistics and budgeting decision planning), product
management (buying, assortment, and overall store performance planning), and IT systems. This
project is part of a continuous improvement group of projects; the end result will be incorporated into a
platform that will record the historical performance of all transactions of the purchasing department.
1.3 Chapter Summary
Inditex SA is one of the lead fashion retailers in the world. Zara, the flagship of the company, accounts
for the majority of the success of the group. In the past 10 years the successful implementation of their
policy of "Cutting-edge Fashion at Affordable Prices" has penetrated into many geographical regions
of the world. The company is growing at an accelerated pace, and one of the biggest challenges is to
keep filling the stores with the right products at the right time. The buying teams in the company are
responsible for deciding where to buy, how much to buy and when to buy. The main objective of the
buying groups is to maximize the limited resources: time, production capacity and budget to satisfying
their customers' demands to maximize profits.
2. Project Overview
The focus of this thesis is to define a standardized purchasing methodology for retail short life-cycle
articles i.e., fashion cloths. In addition, this thesis defines a process to obtain a point forecast of
demand; this forecast is the main input to generate the optimal decision on how much to buy. The point
forecast of demand uses historical sales data as baseline information as baseline information. The
historical sales are converted into demand data by extracting out of stocks and other supply chain
inefficiencies. In addition, the demand data is modified to better represent the market conditions at the
moment of the purchase. Finally, this thesis proposes the system architecture to automate the
purchasing methodology.
22
2.1 Project Background
The cumulative volume sourced and purchased of a clothing item is the bloodstream of Zara, and when
Zara started operations the owner itself made the three fundamental decisions: how much to buy,
where to source from and when to buy. However, as Zara matured it was impossible for one person to
make all the decisions by himself, pushing the organization to create a central purchasing/sourcing
department. At the time when Zara served only stores in Spain, the Inditex owed factories produced all
the references, and the purchasing group was devoted to sourcing only fabrics and raw material. As
Zara gradually evolved into the global retailer that is today, the use of different sourcing origins arose
as a cost-reduction strategy, and now an organization of twenty buyers and eight product managers is
responsible for all the sourcing activities and suppliers' evaluation to ensure the smooth flow of items
to the final customer.' 9 The product managers serve as the systems integrators in the company, they are
responsible to work with the designers and country managers in selecting the best assortment of
products to be launched in the stores, but they are also responsible for trigger the purchasing activities,
right after completing the products selections the product manager will coordinate with the buyers to
start the sourcing activities. In addition to the increasing headcount in the buying departments, the
number of suppliers and sourcing origins has increased rapidly, and the international agreements and
the specific normative specifics between suppliers and the company have evolved into very complex
contracts that require legal assistance and careful thought to ensure the continuous flow of materials
around the world.20
The global reach of Zara's has increased the company's complexity; however, in essence the main job
of a buyer is the same as 25 years ago, when it was one person's responsibility. They analyze the
features and specifications of the product to be buy, based on the attributes of the article the buyer
select the appropriate supplier, to establish the quantity to purchase, and--more important--to bargain
the cost and the terms of the delivery of the final product.
23
19 (Inditex Timeline, 2010)
The data used in this project come from the Zara "Woman" Section; this section is subdivided into 5
different sourcing groups, and each group faces different challenges.
The different groups develop and sell different products. The most representative classification of
articles can be bracketed into four main dimensions: fashion trendiness, sourcing origin, launching
date, and customer target. This categorization allows the buyers to estimate the purchase quantity
required to fulfill the requirements of the different purchasing departments. The different
categorization of articles combined with the intrinsic characteristics of each purchasing department,
creates divers purchasing options for the buyers. The buyers analyze the available sourcing options
and, the intrinsic characteristics of the products to be acquired, to make rough estimates of the volumes
required in each category. Associating a product with a combination of categories help the buyer
estimates the potential acceptance and life of the product in the market, this two characteristics are
important when defining the quantity to buy.
The estimation of the acceptance and expected life of the product is done by associating the new article
with a historical article that belonged to the same set of categories. The number of combinations that
can be extracted from the different classifications is vast, and each one results in a different bargaining
strategy. However, some of the combinations are impossible to execute. That is, to produce in-season
an article that targets fashionistas, cannot be produced at China, the article would be delivered to the
stores with a delay that the fashionistas is not willing to wait and this can lead to customer
dissatisfactions and in the long term to a bad brand perception. The operation of buying at Zara
directly affects the bottom line of the organization, and the top management has observed that is
impossible for a buyer to remember all the articles offered at Zara. In addition, the buyers are most
likely to remember only successful past items. The observations reflect the opportunity to improve the
process by creating a corporate tool that will help buyers decide how much to buy and will keep track
of all the historical transactions of the different groups. Now is the perfect opportunity to define a
standard purchasing methodology. A well-understood standard procedure can be captured in an
automated tool that will relieve the buyers of the no-value-adding activities such as: the use of multiple
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The estimation of the acceptance and expected life of the product is done by associating the new article
with a historical article that belonged to the same set of categories. The number of combinations that
can be extracted from the different classifications is vast, and each one results in a different bargaining
strategy. However, some of the combinations are impossible to execute. That is, to produce in-season
an article that targets fashionistas, cannot be produced at China, the article would be delivered to the
stores with a delay that the fashionistas is not willing to wait and this can lead to customer
dissatisfactions and in the long term to a bad brand perception. The operation of buying at Zara
directly affects the bottom line of the organization, and the top management has observed that is
impossible for a buyer to remember all the articles offered at Zara. In addition, the buyers are most
likely to remember only successful past items. The observations reflect the opportunity to improve the
process by creating a corporate tool that will help buyers decide how much to buy and will keep track
of all the historical transactions of the different groups. Now is the perfect opportunity to define a
standard purchasing methodology. A well-understood standard procedure can be captured in an
automated tool that will relieve the buyers of the no-value-adding activities such as: the use of multiple
sources of information i.e., the buyers manage several spreadsheets that contains information of
articles from different categories; the use of large databases to extract aggregated numbers i.e.
obtaining the aggregated demand for each store in a country requires the retrieval of several files from
the database, this activity need to be done overnight to avoid overloading the database; Manual
adjustments to capture changes in stores i.e., if the buyer knows that a store with large selling potential
will be open soon, he or she will manually include that calculation. By eliminating these non-value-
added activities the buyers will have more time focus on the negotiation strategy that directly affects
the bottom-line of the company.
2.2 Problem Statement and Project Objectives
Each year Zara purchases more than 14,000 articles. For each one of them, the buyers' decision of how
much to purchase has a substantial impact on sales, store assortment, and costs.
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Although this task is arguably one of the company's most important operational decisions, at present
buyers tend to use relatively informal guidelines for making decisions. This project looks for a more
consistent, explicit, and optimum manner in which to decide on purchase volumes.
Given the rapid and inorganic growth of Zara's purchasing departments, it is necessary to capture the
essential steps and sequence of the purchasing process in a standardized process. Identify a standard
buying process across the organization will facilitate the communication about how the buying process
operates. In addition, this standardization will help reduce the variations in the process. And once all
the stakeholders in the process understand the steps and the sequence of the process, they can identify
the non-value-adding activities and inefficiencies in the process, and contribute to continuously
improve the buying process.20
This thesis discusses the results of a qualitative analysis of the different purchasing groups dynamics
and proposes a standardized purchasing methodology. The decision-making process at the different
purchasing groups at Zara is heterogeneous. That is, the identification, development and selection of
alternatives made by the buyer are different across the purchasing departments.2 ' The main reasons for
these differences are: the seniority of the group of buyer, the complexity and variability inherent to
each purchasing group, the set of tools available for each group, the buyers background diversity and
the different accessed permissions to top-level information
Having a standardized methodology and a good understanding of the purchasing process can positively
impact the following areas:
* Identify, document, and spread best purchasing decision-making practices
- Use IT to relieve buyers of time-consuming and variable manual or spreadsheet-based analysis
- Leverage IT and computing power to perform new analyses, leading to better purchasing
decisions
* Help buyers identify and focus their time on the most time-sensitive and difficult decisions
20 (T. H. Davenport. The Benefits of Business Process Standards, 2005)2 1 (S. Abbas, M. Iqbal, and A. Zaheer. The effect of workgroup heterogeneity on decision making, 2010)
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work. Chapter 4 opens with the potential areas of improvement required to standardize and automate
the process, followed by a description of the proposed new system architecture for the purchasing
process. Chapter 5 explains the prototype architecture of a corporate tool that will automate the
purchasing process. Chapter 6. Wrap up the thesis with a summary of the purchasing methodology and
the conclusion.
2.4 Literature review
Numerous studies analyze and describe the optimization of different process in the retail industry. In
the specific space of demand forecast in the fast fashion retail industry some authors have analyze and
document their results. Namely Caro and Gallien (2007) studied the problem of optimizing the
products assortment of a store as the season progress and more information is available, in this paper
they propose a quantitative model to forecast demand reflecting the real situation at the market place.
Garro (2011) studied how to forecast demand of new products to optimize the distribution of the
assortment in the stores; he proposes a point forecast currently use at Zara's distribution and logistic
department. In this document Garro also defines a clustering methodology to group stores, relevant for
forecasting demand with incomplete information. Vega Gonzalez (2009) proposes an inventory
management optimization model; she is proposing a prototype tool to be used at the distribution
centers in Zara after the purchasing quantity has been defined by the purchasing teams. Fishers and
Raman (2010) in the book The New Science of Retailing: How Analytics are Transforming the Supply
Chain and Improving Performance document and exemplify how simple analytic methods can improve
the retail operations and have a major impact in the profitability of the companies. Caro and Gallien
(2010) quantitatively analyze the inventory behavior of apparel short-lifecycle products including the
broken assortment inventory policies at Zara. The focus of this thesis is to propose a standardized
purchasing methodology for short-lifecycle and seasonal products. The main input for this
methodology is a point forecast of demand, that will be used to define the optimal quantity to purchase
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to improve the profitability of a fast fashion company (the optimal purchasing quantity and the
profitability assessment are beyond the scope of this study).
3. The current buying process
The first step of this project is to conduct a series of interviews with the buyers from the different
purchasing departments. The main objective is to understand the steps, sequence, inputs and outputs of
the purchasing process utilized at the different departments. At first glance, each of the departments'
processes seemed to have an independent strategy. However, the desired outcome of the process was
the same for the groups. The interviews were designed to highlight the similarities and differences
among the groups to extract the underling methodology and the particularities for each group.
3.1 Current State
The first question asked to the interviewees was: what is the objective of your work? This question
aimed to interpret the desired output of the purchasing process. What are the main deliverables, to
whom do they go, and how is the process to be evaluated as successful?24
All the buying departments agreed that there are two main output of the purchasing process. The first
and most important output of the system is the order quantity Q. This output answers the basic
question of how much to buy of a given article; that is, the estimated quantity that they will need to
source to cover the existing demand for the article in the stores. The estimated quantity to order of a
given article is the number that the buyer will bring to the negotiation table with the supplier; it is the
lever of their bargaining position. In addition, knowing the quantity to order will help the buyers
decide the required capacity, the amount of fabric and raw materials that they will need to source, and,
most important, the percentage of their budget that will be invested in article. They understand the cost
24 (The high-velocity edge, Steven J. Spear)
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of sourcing as an opportunity cost; once they have used a portion of the budget and the capacity, those
resources cannot be use for producing other articles.
The total quantity to order will be passed to suppliers using disaggregated specifications. Therefore,
the two secondary outputs of the system are the following:
* Estimate the disaggregated quantity per color. Once the capacity requirements are met, the
buyers will need to give the supplier detailed specifications of the batch to be produced. Often,
the lot to be produced requires dying the same pattern in different colors or tones. For some
fabrics this operation can be performed at the end of the manufacturing process, but for many
others the dying process needs to be done before cutting the fabric. The buyers are responsible
to define the amount of units to order in each color.
* Estimate the disaggregated quantity per size. Just as with the color disaggregation, specifying a
production batch requires breaking down the quantities required in each size. This
disaggregation is a two-part output. First it is necessary to decide how many sizes will be
offered. Depending on the cutting pattern, expected fit and targeted market, the number of
offered sizes can vary from only one up to seven different sizes. The second part is to decide
the exact amount required for each size.
The second output of the purchasing process is to define the optimal sourcing strategy; the buyers need
to decide where to buy. The available capacity, the scalability, and the sewing skills of the different
suppliers are not constant in time. As a company resource says, "The production capacity of good
suppliers is one of the most scarce resources in the world,"2 so it is necessary to book suppliers'
capacity at least 6 months in advance. Therefore, having a good estimate of the required capacity will
provide the buyer with more information to make the optimal selection of suppliers. A buyer is always
hunting for new factories and suppliers that can accommodate their increasing requirements at
affordable prices.
25 (Inditex Product Management, 2010)
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Generating the two principal outputs discussed above requires integrating different pieces of
information. The inputs required in the process can be classified into three major groups: historical
information, store conditions, and intrinsic characteristics of the new article.
Critical Inputs:
Historical information refers to information from previous seasons that can indicate the potential future
performance of a new article in the store.
A comparable reference. This is an item that was sold previously at the Zara stores, for which
the historical performance is known and the past sales data are available in Zara's database.
The comparable item is similar to the new article, and each group has a different range of
attributes that make an item similar to another; however, in essence all the groups will use this
information as the baseline sales prediction.
Store Conditions: relevant information about the store that can modify the required quantity.
e The Network. When deciding how much to buy, the buyers will consider the stores in the
network that will receive the new reference. Given the characteristics of the articles (retail
price, fabric, style), part of the assortment is not suitable for Zara's entire network; this input
drastically changes the limits of the purchasing ranges.
* Display in the stores. The merchandizing specifications of a reference are important when
deciding how much to buy. There are two main options: first, a reference located on the walls
of the store (usually these articles will be hung and the space is limited) and second, a
reference located on tables, (tables can fit a large amount of stock). To provide an attractive
display in the store, the stores need a minimum exposition stock (inventory that will allow them
to initially display the article, a minimum of one per size per color). This information will give
the buyer a volumetric idea of how much space in the store a given reference needs to cover.
Some characteristics of the article can influence the order quantity. This list can be extensive but
the most influential characteristics for the quantity to be order are three:
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- Expected life of the item. The estimated life of a reference can vary depending on the
introduction point in the season, i.e., a reference designed to be featured only at the ramp-up of
the season will require less quantity than one intended for the entire length of the season. Some
references are considered essentials, and buyers will want them to be in stores for more than
one period; therefore the initial quantity will increase.
e Reorder point option. Along with the introduction point, some of the references will have the
option of being reordered. If this is the case, buyers will tend to buy the minimum quantity to
see the performance in the store and then decide if a second ordering point is necessary.
- Trendiness. If an article contains an attribute that follows the new trend, this can increase its
demand, so this input needs to be taken into account when deciding the optimal purchase
quantity. This is a subjective multiplier that the buyers will apply if they consider the product
to be more desired than the rest.
Figure 4 describes the steps follow by buyer from the buying department to decide how much to
buy of an article that will be part of new collection. After deciding that an article is going to be
bought, the buyer will identify the specific characteristics of the design and amount of time needed
for production.
Continuing with the purchasing process, the next step is to select a comparable: a reference with
historical sales information and with similar attributes. At this stage it is difficult to find an article
with the specific characteristics of the new model. There are two alternatives. The first is using the
average total sales information of a group of articles. The second alternative is to use historical
data from a single comparable reference. If the buyer selects a comparable, the total quantity sold
total quantity purchase for the new article, ignoring the exposition stock required to fill the stores
(potential new openings) and also ignoring that sales of the comparable reference represent only
the portion of demand that Zara was able to capture; the expected quantity to be purchased for the
new reference would be equal to the average of the total sales of the group of articles.
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The buyers understand that the comparable reference is not always perfect; typically, the buyers
will tweak the baseline quantity to account for the variability associated with the network of stores
receiving the new article, but they do it without applying a standard quantitative methodology. The
first source of variability is the number of stores that will receive the new article. The number of
stores receiving the new article compared to the baseline reference can be different. The buyers
understand that to fulfill the inventory requirements of the additional stores they need to "bump-
up" to the baseline quantity. They also know that the need to order in batches rounded to the
thousands. Contrary, if the network of stores receiving the new reference is smaller than the
comparable, buyers would not apply any factor.
The next step is to introduce an acceptance factor; the commercial intuition and the consumer
understanding of the buyers allows them to sense the expected level of acceptance of a garment,
and they bet high or low for the level of acceptance in the article.
To place an order to the suppliers, a buyer must break down the total quantity Q" into the color
specifics. To make this decision, the buyer will assign a relative weight to each color. Buyers have
developed a color categorization trough empirical knowledge. The buyer breaks-down the total
quantity to be purchased the first break down is basic higher than non-basic. Then within the group
of basic colors the buyer usually assigns equal weights to all the colors.
Finally, to select the number of sizes to offer, a "Mirror Curve" will be used. This is a table that
indicates the number of sizes offered for a given cutting/volume style and the relative weight for
each size. The data comes from a reference with similar fitting characteristics (it is not necessary to
have the same expected selling behavior) but it was offered in previous seasons. The "Mirror
Curve" is outdated. In the last year Zara's has grown mainly in the emerging markets26. This
growth influences the sizing pattern changes by using an outdated reference these changes are not
reflected. Similarly to the POS data used to estimate the purchasing quantity at the article level.
The size level information by size only reflects the portion of demand that Zara was able to
26 (http://www.inditex.com/en/shareholdersandinvestors/investorrelations/annual reports)
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capture.
Woman Department:
Initial Purchasing Plan
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Figure 4: Purchasing Department Initial Purchasing Process Map
Figure 4 shows the general process follow by the different purchasing departments. The different
purchasing departments have different necessities that can drive to different specifications in the
purchasing process.
3.2 Chapter summary
In the interviews with the purchasing departments, people stated that the two desired outputs of the
buying process are the initial quantity to order and, based on this quantity, creating the most
appropriate cost and time-efficient sourcing strategy. The inputs of the three mapped processes are
similar in essence, but the use of the appropriate historical information combined with the commercial
understanding of the customer makes each purchasing process successful and different. The individual
purchasing departments at Zara have specific characteristics that make them source final goods and
raw material using different methodologies. The different groups have heterogeneous metrics to
measure success but all of the departments are focus on final goods availability using the least possible
amount of budget.
4. Improving the purchasing methodology
Analyzing the current state of the different purchasing methodologies leaves room for improvement in
the process. This chapter proposes an improved methodology.
4.1 Room for improvement
Section 3.1 explains in detail the different purchasing processes at Zara. Each purchasing department
follows its own process and has its own priorities. Besides the heterogeneity in the methodologies, the
fundamentals of the purchasing processes can be improved to better reflect the realities of the
marketplace and the supply chain. The observed opportunities for improvements are eight:
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1. Forecast demand. None of the three aforementioned purchasing processes involve any explicit
forecasting calculation. The processes systematically use the historical POS data as proxy for
demand. That is, the aggregated sales of the comparable reference are used as the point forecast for
the new article.
2. Optimal purchasing quantity. There is no evidence in the processes described above that the buyers
recognize that the optimal purchasing quantity might be different than the point forecast. The
purchasing process occurs in an uncertain environment, the acceptance level of the article in the
market, the macroeconomic conditions in the countries, the fashion trend, among others factors can
modify the demand level for an article. These uncertain conditions are nowhere recognized in the
purchasing process. Likewise, the profitability of an article depends on two factors: the expected
revenues and the potential costs. In the process there is no evidence of balance between the costs of
underage and overage costs to select the optimal purchasing quantity. 27
3. Convert point ofsales (POS) data into demand data. Zara's POS data is not demand data. The POS
data represents the portion of the demand that Zara was able to capture in the selling season. This
captured demand differs from the total demand that Zara could have captured. This difference in
the aggregate significantly changes the sales potential of an article. Sixty articles sold in the stores
were used as data sample set. Table 2 shows the results of this comparison. The total actual amount
sold was compared to an estimated sales potential. The estimated sales potential is the amount that
an article could have sold if the inventory would have been infinite (Section 4.3 explains the
proposed methodology to estimate sales potential). The current methodology estimates the future
sales expectations based on the historical POS data, not the demand data, leaving aside a good part
of the sales potential. It is necessary to correct the observed sales for the out-of-stock situations
and other inefficiencies in the supply chain
4. Table 2: Estimated sales potential with infinite inventory (60 articles sample)
27 (The new science of retailing. M. Fisher, and A. Raman, 2010. p.p. 67-76)
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Summary: Relative Error Results
100* [(estimated-actual)/actuall
Mean 41%
Standard Deviation 35%
Maximum 138%
Minimum 0%
Sample size 60
Summary: Absolute Error Results
Total Sales
[individual pieces of garment] 2,045,339
Total Estimated Sales
[individual pieces of garment] 2,678,870
Lost selling potential [individual units of garment] 633,532
Lost selling potential as percentage of sales 31%
Average price (Euro) C 29.95
Potential Loss in Sales (Euro) C 18,974,275
5. Accountfor growth. In the past 7 years, Zara alone has grown from 1,000 stores to 1,600 stores
around the world. The stores can be classified based on their selling potential into five categories.
In descending order they are Top Seller, A, B, C and D. The Top Seller stores built in prime
locations around the world. They have a very high rate of sales and they need large amounts of
stock to be able to start selling; they close their daily performance summary with weekly sales
balances in the tens thousands of Euros and they carry the latest trends of the season, 95 out of the
1,600 stores are considered TOP and they account for the 10% of the total sales. In contrast, D
stores are small stores, most of them located in small towns in different countries. They enjoy
market power in the shopping malls because they are the only selling option in terms of
fashionable and affordable clothing. The D stores serve a population with a low average income
and most likely with a more utilitarian taste. The weekly sales balance in the thousands of Euros;
Having these significant differences in stores performance, inventory requirements, and
consumers' tastes makes it necessary to account appropriately for growth when deciding the initial
purchasing quantity. In the current use process the buyers account for growth by using the most up-
to-date available sales comparable. They claim that using the latest sales data will account for
growth in the stores. If they consider the historical sales-comparable is not reflecting the real
growth of Zara, they will boost the expected sales by a fix percentage. This method accounts for
growth in a suboptimal way; using a fix growth quantity (i.e. 10%) is not reflecting the real selling
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potential of the new stores. That is, the selling potential of three D stores is not the same as the
selling potential of three Top stores. To account for growth in the company correctly, it is
necessary to estimate the selling potential of the sales comparable in the new stores.
6. Selecting the specific network that will receive the article. For many reasons the network of stores
receiving the new article can be different that the comparable reference. Each set of stores has
different selling potentials. Using an incorrect selling potential as baseline might result in over or
under stock for the new reference. The Woman Collection at the pilot stores has the primarily
objective of scouting the performance of the article to identify the trends of the season. Using
historical sales data that erroneously indicates sales in all the stores of Zara's network can
introduce error into testing the trend in the piloted stores. After observing the operation, I can state
that the "controlled pilot group of stores concept" has evolved into an "all the stores that we can
cover" concept. In 2010, 1,428 stores out of 1,600 received at least one article from the Woman
Department. Mainly because buyers cannot focus only on the targeted stores, they end-up having
excess initial inventory that they send to a larger group of stores. If this new reference is used as
baseline for a future reference, the number of stores will be automatically excessive. An automatic
tool that selection of the specific network of stores that will receive the new article, associated with
the selling potential of each store can be implemented to address this issue.
7. Extrapolate initial sales observations taking into account seasonal effects. The retail industry has
experiences seasonal variations that can result from natural forces, i.e., seasons in a year and
human decisions or customs. Many types of economic activities depend on the fluctuations of this
seasonality.28 As described above, in the current methodology buyers will extrapolate daily sales
to weekly sales by using simplified factors. Similarly they will extrapolate the seasonal factors
from the weekly sales without taking into account the importance of the peaks and valleys of the
different weeks. In reality, selling 100 units of an article on the first day of sales if that day
happens to be a Saturday is not the same as selling them on a Tuesday. In addition, the current
28 (Inventory Management and Production Planning and Scheduling. Silver, Pyke and Peterson 1998)
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methodology does not take into account the time of the year when the comparable article was
launched. That is, the buyer will use the aggregated sales of the historical comparable reference as
the baseline for the new item regardless of the weeks when the comparable item was sold. Most
likely, the new article might be launch in a different week of the year. Therefore, when using the
sales of the comparable item to forecast selling potential for a new article, the comparable sales
need to be deseasonalized and reseasonalized for the new article launching date. The seasonal
effects have a significant impact on Zara's performance, and they need to be taken into account
when deciding how much to buy.
8. Calculate the error terms. A main aim of this case study is to identify those areas that the
purchasing departments can constantly improve. Management at Zara is constantly experimenting
to learn more about the work they do. One measurement of improvement in the purchasing process
is how successful the buyers are at forecasting demand; this metric has not been implemented but
is approximated by using the number of units that need to be marked down.
9. Automate the process. Zara is updating and robustly enhancing all their IT technologies. Most of
the areas of improvement previously proposed require enhancing the database access and the user
interface design that the buying teams use. These system improvements will be incorporated into a
corporate tool that is being developed in-house. Chapter 5 describes the preliminary format
planned for the purchasing tool.
4.2 Proposed standard methodology: Point forecast to estimate demand
Figure 9 shows the purchase optimization top-level process flowchart. The purchasing optimization
process contains 3 modules, inputs, outputs, and the update module. The inputs module collects the
required information for the optimization model. It contains four sub-modules, historical information,
demand forecast, exposition stock, and suppliers and transportation costs. The most important of this
input is the demand forecast for the article. This thesis focuses specifically on defining a process for
the forecast sub-module. The forecast process addresses six out of the eight improvement areas
described in Section 4.1. The output module answers the three most important questions for a buyer,
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obtains the intra-week seasonality per country. The intra-week seasonality represents the observe peaks
and valleys in the weekly selling pattern. That is, the days of the week when a given country has more
selling potential. Similarly, the second input is the inter-week seasonality per country. The inter-week
seasonality input evaluates the peaks and valleys observed in the yearly selling pattern. That is, the
weeks of the year when a country has the highest selling potential. The third input module is the
clustering stores module. The main function of this input is to group together the stores with the most
similar selling behavior. Section 4.3 describes in detail the calculation of the three inputs modules.
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Figure 6: Proposed standard methodology: Initial purchasing quantity process map
The left portion of Figure 10 shows the point forecast process. After selecting the historical
information use as baseline data, the process in Figure 10 highlights the sub-module POS to Demand.
Figure 11 explains in detail the sub-module that converts the POS data into demand data. The output of
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this sub-module is the demand dataset for the new article. Once obtained the demand dataset, it is
modify to include the stores' situation at the launching date of the article. The number and type of
stores receiving the new article, the intra-and inter-week seasonality affecting during the launching
period of the new item characterize the stores' conditions. These conditions give each article a
different selling potential their calculations is explain in detail bellow in this section.
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Figure 7: Proposed standard methodology: Converting POS data into demand data process map
The first step in the improved methodology is to obtain the baseline information. All the purchasing
departments at Zara use the historical sales information of a comparable reference as the baseline
demand forecast for a new article. Following the same logic, a comparable historical reference will be
selected as a baseline, but the sales figures need to be adjusted for the occasions when out-of-stock was
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this sub-module is the demand dataset for the new article. Once obtained the demand dataset, it is
modify to include the stores' situation at the launching date of the article. The number and type of
stores receiving the new article, the intra-and inter-week seasonality affecting during the launching
period of the new item characterize the stores' conditions. These conditions give each article a
different selling potential their calculations is explain in detail bellow in this section.
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Figure 7: Proposed standard methodology: Converting POS data into demand data process map
The first step in the improved methodology is to obtain the baseline information. All the purchasing
departments at Zara use the historical sales information of a comparable reference as the baseline
demand forecast for a new article. Following the same logic, a comparable historical reference will be
selected as a baseline, but the sales figures need to be adjusted for the occasions when out-of-stock was
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registered. This approach is a better predictor for the new item's demand because it does not include
the supply chain inefficiencies from the past.
Figure 11 shows the changes required to modify the POS data from a historical reference into demand
data. The disaggregated (store level) daily sales dataset will be analyzed to observe the inter actions
between the daily sales and the on-hand-inventory. This analysis will identify and correct the sales
pattern for those days when out-of-stock occurred. The corrected pattern will simulate the potential
sales performance of a historical reference with infinite stock availability. The pattern will be corrected
by inflating the weekly sales when observing out-of-stock to correct for the potential lost sales.
Inflating the sales needs to be done only when the demand is not satisfied. A stock-out position in the
dataset is identified when the historical sales in a day are equal to zero. Having no sales in a given
store in one day can mean that the customers did not want to buy the article that day. That is, even
when the shelves had enough inventory to fulfill demand, the customer decided not to buy the article.
Alternatively, the customers might have wanted to buy the item, but the inventory in the store might
not have been enough to fulfill demand. Having no sales when the article is available requires no
modification in the sales pattern, but having an out-of-stock can be considered as a potential loss in
sales, and therefore the sales potential of that week needs to be modified.
An out-of-stock occurs when the total inventory of an article is zero. However, the inventory display
policy at Zara is more severe. In the fashion industry a SKU will identify a specific cutting pattern, the
color, and the size of article. For merchandizing and logistic purposes, Zara has subdivided the offered
sizes into two groups, central and minor sizes. The central sizes are the ones that continuously have a
larger demand, i.e., the Medium size (M) in T-shirts accounts for 40% of the total sales in the world,
while the remaining 60% can be divided in fours sizes: Large, Small, Extra Small, and Extra Large. To
maximize sales-per-square-foot, Zara inventory display policy requires the store managers to remove
an article from the display area if at least one of its central sizes is out-of-stock. This requirement
directly affects the potential demand of the article. If an article was removed from the shelves,
automatically the recorded sales are zero and it will be necessary to boost the sales pattern for this
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condition. Equation 1 shows how to count the number of days (per day type) not displaying an article
due to inventory out-of-stock in a store: DNDJ_. In Equation 1 the set of sizes for reference r are
subdivided in two subsets: the central sizes S,' and the minor sizes Sr-. That is Sr = S, U Sr and S,.
The first part of Equation 1 captures the days where the total inventory for article r in storej was equal
to zero. The next part sums the days when the inventory of at least one of the central sizes S,+ was zero
and the observed sales for the article were zero. Equation 1 follows the principles developed by Caro
and Gallien (2010), they were optimizing the distribution of fashion items once the purchased quantity
is defined; with a similar mathematical model they count the number of days in a week when a given
size of a given article was not displayed in the store, this is only paper available in literature that
consider the broken assortment policies at Zara.
DNDri = {If, = 0} or fmings,+ 1Is; = 0 and maxes(r) Saiesy = 0}
Equation 1: Days not displaying a reference due to out-of-stock in a store"
A storej in a week w with infinite inventory has a selling potential of 100%. In reality it is impossible
to carry infinite inventory in the stores; some weeks have less than 100% selling potential. Given the
intra-week seasonality in the Zara stores, it is necessary to deduct from the selling potential the specific
weight of the days with out-of-stock. Section 4.3 describes the calculation of the intra-weekly seasonal
factors for a subfamily R and a country P (&P R) for each day of the week. If the historical article r
belongs to the subfamily R and the storej belong to country P, the intra-week seasonal factors for the
subfamily-country are the same for the article-store: S R = V jEPandrER.Equation2shows
that the captured selling potential will be obtained by combining the days not displaying an item and
their corresponding weight. Equation 2 follow the same principles developed by Caro and Gallien
(2010) where they construct a data series that provides an estimate of the uncensored customer
demand, that is, the sales that would have been observed if the stores have all the merchandize
29 F. Caro and J. Gallien. Inventory Management of a Fast-Fashion Retail Network (2009). p.p. 265-266
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displayed and without any stock-out. That application was used in the context of merchandize
distribution, a similar approach is proposed in this document.
Spr = 3 T * ( 1 - 1 DN,.)
dVD
Equation 2: Weekly selling potential for a given article in a given store 30
Equation 3 estimates the weekly demand for the reference by taking the ratio of the sales in week w
over the captured selling potential in the same week.
Sales".
Demand"' = J
r) lTi
Equation 3: Weekly demand for a given article in a given store
The diagram in Figure 11 explains the steps to generate the output: Demand". This pattern has
modified the observed sales to capture the potential loss in demand coming from insufficient inventory
in the system. The next step is to adapt the historical reference environment to simulate an
environment similar to the environment expected for the new item. The first main difference between
the comparable reference and a new article is that the launching dates for the articles differ. The strong
seasonal influences of the different introduction dates need to be adjust by removing seasonality from
the historical demand dataset. Section 4.3 explains how to estimate the inter- week seasonal factors for
a subfamily using information from earlier seasons. The resulting input arrays will be used at this point
of the methodology. Once the POS data of a historical reference is converted into demand, the
corresponding inter-week seasonality is extracted by dividing each component of the demand dataset
by the corresponding inter-week seasonal factor of that week. Similar to the intra-week seasonal
factors, the inter-week factors are obtained per subfamily and per country. All the stores that belong to
the country will share the same inter-week seasonal factors: t'p = rg.'-, V j E P and r E R; the logic
behind this thought is that usually a given geographical region shares the same socio-political
30 F. Caro and J. Gallien. Inventory Management of a Fast-Fashion Retail Network (2009). p.p. 264-265
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behavior, and therefore consumers' shopping habits are similar. Equation 4 shows the required
calculations to deseasonalize the demand pattern, obtaining the array DesDemand" that has two
columns. The first one counts the number of weeks from the launching date wl. The second column has
the corresponding demand in an average week.
Demand".*
DesDemand," 
= w
Equation 4: Deseasonalizing the demand dataset
The second main difference between the historical reference and the new item is the network of stores
that retail the articles. The historical reference might not have been sent to 100% of the current stores.
Two main reasons exist for a store not receiving the historical reference r. First, a portion of the stores
did not exist or were under restoration at the time of distributing article r. The second reason is
insufficient inventory: only stores with high selling potential for that type of article received article r.
Since the article might reach a different subset of stores than the network of stores planned for the new
article, it is necessary to give the buyers the flexibility of choosing from the whole network of stores.
Therefore, the demand pattern for the historical article needs to be extended to 100% of the stores
available today.
To extrapolate the demand dataset to the stores that did not receive the historical reference r, the output
of the clustering analysis described in Section 4.3 is necessary. That output is the segmentation of all
the existing storesj belonging to Zara's network J into k clusters. In a cluster there are two types of
stores: the subset k that receive article r sub-grouped and the rest that did not receive article r. The
total volume sold by the stores that form a cluster represents the total selling potential of the cluster.
Similarly to the seasonality factors calculation, the selling potential differs between stores; within a
cluster, the volume sold of the stores varies around 30% from the centroid, as explained in Section 4.3.
Therefore, it is reasonable to say that each store has a different relative weight in the cluster. Equation
5 shows that the weight of a store in a cluster W1 is the ratio of total sales of storej divided by the total
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sales registered in the cluster. Each store will contribute a different percentage to the clusters'
performance.
S ErER,wY Saes'j
Wk rER,jck,wEY Sales'-
Equation 5: Store's contribution to the cluster
The store's contribution to the cluster is the main source of information when estimating the selling
potential of a store that did not receive a historical reference r. To do this estimation, it will be
assumed that the selling potential of an article r that belongs to subfamily R is the same as the store's
average selling contribution to the cluster. Equation 6 shows how to use a store's selling contribution
to a cluster to estimate the historical sales of the stores that did not receive an article r.
e Yjak DesDemandw
DesDemandrjk = W eki
Equation 6: Estimated deseasonalized demand of a store that did not receive a historical reference
After the estimated demand for the stores that did not receive the historical article is obtained, the total
demand of an article for the whole network of stores can be aggregated. Equation 7, the total
deseasonalized demand for article r in a cluster, is the sum of the observed demand for the stores that
receive the article and the estimated demand of those stores that did not receive it. The total
deseasonalized demand for the article for the whole network of stores is the aggregation of the demand
for all the clusters.
DesDemandrU) Uk ) * DesDemandw + IU} * DesDemandw
reskea j)w 1(j rJjEk)
jEk jEk
Equation 7: Estimated demand for a cluster
The next steps in the standardized methodology incorporate the known information about the new
article. To avoid confusion with the historical reference, the new article is referenced as the article i. It
represents a piece of cloth that will be introduced to the stores and uses the sales information of article
r as a baseline demand forecast. The most important pieces of information that determine the stores'
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situation for the new article are the planned network of stores that will display the new article and the
launching date of the article. The planned network of stores receiving the new article i might differ
from the network that displayed the historical reference. The set of stores receiving the new article
might be a subset of the whole network, but this subset might include the new openings (excluding the
closures) that the company faces. The expected launching date of article i in the stores is a necessary
piece of information that determines the inter-week seasonality factors for the new article in the stores.
The buyers propose the launching date based on the suppliers' production schedules and the estimated
inbound transportation lead-times. They also select the network of stores that will receive article i
based on the characteristics of the article (ramp-up, winter, trendy, etc.), taking into account the
characteristics of each purchasing department (Woman Department will pilot in just few stores). The
deseasonalized demand for each store DesDemand," is seasonalized with the inter-week seasonal
factors corresponding to the launch date of the new article. Equation 8 shows the calculation for the
pattern of the new article i: Demandw". Similarly to the inter-week seasonality factors for the
historical reference r, the factors for the new article are extracted from the output generated in Section
4.3. The inter-week factors for the new item might differ from the calculated factors of the historical
reference; if new information is available (a full season is completed), the average factors per country
and per family will be updated. Including the newest information in the demand dataset of the new
item i, will reflect the most updated information of the stores' situation. That is, if the shopping habits
of people have changed, the new item will be able to capture this new trend. The storesj that belongs
to a country P has the same inter-week factors. These factors are obtained per subfamily, this point
applies for all the articles that belong to subfamily R: T *w,= r', V j E P and i E R whereT*[p are
the most up-to-date seasonal factors. These seasonal factors are integrated into the deseasonalized
demand pattern of the historical reference to obtain the re-seasonalized demand pattern for the new
article i. Equation 8 represents the relation between the re-seasonalized demand and the deseasonalized
demand.
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Demandw" = r"' * DesDemandwrLJ LT ,J
Equation 8: Seasonalized demand for a new article
The total seasonalized demand pattern for the new article i is aggregated over the selected network of
stores. This pattern contains the required quantity per week; the initial estimated life of the new article
is the lesser of the number of observed selling weeks (wi) for the historical reference and the remaining
number of weeks in the season. In other words, if the historical reference was sold during 20 weeks but
the season is halfway started and only 16 weeks remain to the beginning of the markdowns, it is
necessary to purchase enough inventory of article i to satisfy demand for only 16 weeks. The life
expectation of an article is a new concept for buyers.
4.3 Proposed standard methodology: Inputs
The similarities and differences between the purchasing groups in the company contributed to the
outline of a standardized purchasing methodology. Section 4.1 highlights areas for improvement.
Section 4.2 explained the point forecast process to estimate demand. In addition, Section 4.2 explains
how to modify POS data into demand data. Section 4.3 continues incorporating improvements to the
methodology. Section 4.3 describes the input section used in the process described in Figure 10. These
inputs are related to stores' situation at the moment of launching the new article: seasonality, growth,
and number of stores selling the new article. This methodology incorporates the operations cross-
shared by all the different purchasing groups and adds some of the best practices that each group uses
individually to enhance the process. The inputs can be calculated in a different moment, on a different
server, and the resulting output document can be recall from the database, the main purpose is to
reduce the waiting time when calculating the inputs; three different input modules need to be
estimated. The calculation details are described below:
a) Intra-week seasonality per country per subfamily. The first main difference between the comparable
reference and a new article is that the launching dates for the articles differ. The strong seasonal
influences of the different introduction dates need to be adjust by removing seasonality from the
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historical demand dataset. The main focus of this sub-module is to extract the relative weight of each
day of the week (Monday, Tuesday, etc.) per geographical region (France, Mexico, etc.). Different
cultures around the world exhibit different economic behaviors and consumer practices: in some
countries the stores remain open seven days a week and consumers tend to be more active during the
weekends. Other cultures have the stores open only for six days a week, and the consumers are more
active towards the middle of the week. These differences in shopping habits are extremely important
when using historical information to predict the future performance of an article, and failing to
incorporate them can result in an over- or under-estimation of the total required quantity of an article.
The proposed methodology allows the system to calculate the seasonal factors in a separate process,
that is, the calculation can be performed overnight and use the resulting factors without waiting for the
output document. The main idea is to use the total aggregated data from the closing season to extract
the steady performance of each day in each country. This calculation will require the database to work
overnight collecting the information, aggregating the data, and evaluating the selling potential of each
day compared to the rest of the days of the week. The IT systems at Zara have the required capabilities
and structure to perform this task. This seasonal calculation will be performed only when the selling
season ends. Equation 9 shows the calculations required to obtain the intra-week seasonal factors d5 R.
The intra-week seasonal factor is how much the demand for a particular day compares to the rest of the
days. The idea of a different selling potential in different days of the week, is widely accepted not only
in Zara, but also in the retail industry in general. The two traditional approaches to generate these intra-
weekly seasonal factors are: linear regression analysis and averaging method3 1. The linear regression
approach requires a linear regression of the data. Then, to obtain the seasonal factors divides each point
of the actual demand by the linear regression for the period. Finally, the factors for each period are
averaged to obtain the seasonal factor per type of day. The problem with this method is that Zara's data
hardly fits a straight line. Therefore, it was selected the modified averages method described in
Equation 9.
31 (R. Tibben-Lembke. Forecasting with Seasonality (2003))
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Equation 9: Intra-week seasonal factors"
dED rER jEP 1{m(d)=m) Sales
Where Myd) = I mED m ;ames where m is the type of day resulting from the calendar date.Ide 1 (m d)=mm
The indicator function 1 {m(d)=m} = 0 if m(d)= m. The indicator function compares the calendar
type of day m to the indexed type of day d that numbers the days in a week from 1 to 7. When the
function in the bracket become true, that is when the calendar day matches the indexed day, then the
function equals one; it will be zero when the function in the brackets is false.
Each factor is the average selling potential of a given type of day d (d E D is the set of days in a week)
in country P (where j E P is the set of stores located in country P). The intermediate factor M(d)
(d
obtains the selling potential of each type of day by adding the daily sales (Salesr1 where r E R are the
set of articles that belong to the subfamily R and d E D are the specific days being analyzed) observed
on a given type of day and dividing them by the number of a given type of days available in the season
(open store days), i.e., 10,000 units sold in 10 Mondays. Each factor Mmp( )is normalized by dividing it
by total sum of MR d), the total selling potential of all the days in a week Figure 12 shows the
resulting intra-week factors for Spain and the Netherlands. The most relevant differences occur on
Thursday and Saturday. The shopping hours on Thursdays in the Netherlands are extended from 11:30
am- 18:00 pm to 1:30am -21:00 pm, this increase the selling potential in the stores. The factors for
Spain are similar to most of the European countries.
(S. Makridakis, S. C. Wheelwright & R. J. Hyndman. Forecasting Methods and applications. John Wiley
& Sons (1998) p.p. 88-93.)
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Intra-week seasonal factors
Day type Spain Netherlands
1 Monday 0.12 0.09
2 Tuesday 0.09 0.12
3 Wednesday 0.13 0.15
4 Thursday 0.15 0.21
5 FrIday 0.19 0.19
6 Saturday 0.23 0.13
7 Sunday 0.09 0.11
Intra-week seasonal factors ESpain
0.25 A Netherlands
U
0.2 -
0.15 -
S 0. 1 -- - -
0.05
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Day Type
Figure 8: Example of two countries' intra-week seasonality factors using 2010 data
The final array stacks the results of the estimated factors from all the stores in the network; having
these outputs recorded allows the buyers to recall and use the weight information in fractions of
seconds. To incorporate the relative weight for each type of day in each country of the world without
taking time from the buyers is a great benefit for the purchasing methodology.
b) Inter-week seasonality, per country, per subfamily. The fashion apparel industry is characterized by
a well-defined seasonal cycle by weather conditions in the world. The two main selling seasons are the
winter season, from August to December (in the northern portion of the world), and spring season,
from February until May. Each season is followed by two months of markdowns. In addition to
weather-related cycles, the apparel industry cycles are strongly correlated with the social and cultural
holidays around the world. Zara has operations in more than 80 countries. The most relevant holidays
or promotions that affect the overall consumer behavior are: Christmas, the Chinese New Year,
Mothers Day, Ramadan, Easter, and Thanksgiving. Other socio-political events that might have a
negative effect on consumer behavior are strikes, economic crises, war, earthquakes, etc. These events
are difficult to predict, but their effects can be translated into drastic actions such as store closures,
having an important impact on the demand for apparel articles. In conclusion, positive and negative
cyclical events are directly correlated with consumer behavior and can vary drastically from week to
week. Therefore, extracting the pattern that corresponds to the specific dates of the selling period of the
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historical reference is important; the main purpose is to isolate the selling behavior of the historical
reference as if all the sales have happened on an average week. This average pattern will be updated
with the expected inter-seasonal pattern derived from the introduction date of the new reference.
Similar to the intra-week seasonal input module, this estimation is separated from the main process and
will be computed yearly. The output will be a series of arrays that will pair each week in a year with its
corresponding weight (relative to an average week of sales); these results will be broken down per
subfamily and per country.
The inter-week seasonal factor is how much of the demand for a particular week tends to be above (or
bellow) the average demand of the year. The required inputs to compute the inter-seasonal factors are
the total weekly sales (all the articles sold per subfamily) observed in a particular country in a window
of one year. This dataset is an array of two columns; the first one indexes the week of the year (w E Y
refer each weeks in the fiscal year, and Y is either 52 or 53 depending on the fiscal year). The second
part of the array is the total sales of the subfamily in the country during that specific week of the year
(XrERjEP Saresj; where r E R and r is an article that belong to a R and j E P withj being all the
stores that belong to a country P).
Equation 10 shows the calculation required to obtain the inter-seasonal factor T"'p. These factors are
obtained as the ratio of the total sales on a given week divided by the average total sales for that year;
the denominator computes the total sales over the year divided by the number of weeks in the year.
The final output will provide the relative weight of each week compared to an average performance
week.
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Equation 10: Inter-week seasonal factors per year, per subfamily and per country33
Figure 13 shows an example of the inter-week seasonal factors for France in 2010. Near week 18 the
stores start having an enhanced selling potential compared to the average; this is an expected peak due
to the spring break/Easter period. The valley observed in the last week of February comes from the
number of days the month (only 4 Saturdays); in February the stores are showing the first advance of
the spring collection, the advance tend to be expensive. Thus, consumers that are sensitive to price will
wait to get the item.
Inter-week seasonal factors France Subfamily 101
2-
1.8
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
1 6 11 16 21
Weeks 11-331 year 2010
* Average
+Inter-week factor
26 31
Figure 9: Example of inter- seasonal factors for France using 2010 data
c) Clusters ofstores. Clustering analysis is the process of grouping similar data together. Currently,
Zara has subdivided the 1,600 stores in the network into five different types of stores (Top Seller, A, B,
" (S. Makridakis, S. C. Wheelwright & R. J. Hyndman. Forecasting Methods and applications. John Wiley
& Sons (1998) p.p. 88-93.)
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Year Week
201101
201102
201103
201104
201105
201106
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201108
201109
201110
201111
201112
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201114
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5
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8
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5
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inter-week factor
1.16
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1.03
1.13
1.01
0.46
0.34
0.44
0.53
0.74
0.87
0.96
1.04
1.18
1.24
1.27
1.27
1.55
1.78
1.68
1.46
1.49
1.57
1.44
1.35
1.27
1.15
0.98
0.83
0.64
0.18
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C, and D) based on the total amount sold and the inventory turnover observed in the previous season.
This simple grouping method helps the logistics group to prioritize their shipment. However, in terms
of purchasing quantity, the grouping method is static and not precise enough to determine sales
patterns, the groups are too large.
The number of operating stores at Zara is constantly changing (opening and closing stores). For buyers
it is common to use historical references that were sold in a different subgroup of stores instead of the
subgroup of stores planned for the new article. This difference in the store network can be translated
into different initial purchasing quantity requirements. To solve for this inconsistent network size and
to give flexibility to the buyers when they decide what subgroup of stores will receive the new article,
it is necessary to estimate a hypothetical scenario for the historical reference. In this scenario all the
existing stores in the network would receive the historical reference and would have historical sales
data. If a store did not receive the historical reference, cluster analysis estimates its performance based
on the performance of similar stores.
The clustering method selected to perform the segmentation is called k-means++. This method is a
variation of the classical k-means method. The standard k-means method is a hard clustering algorithm
that assigns each element to only one of the clusters. The process starts by segmenting the input points,
in this case stores' end of the season sales dataset per subfamily, into k number of initial groups, also
called seeds. The initial groups are selected uniformly at random. Then, the algorithm calculates the
mean point (centroid) of each group. The next step is to obtain the Euclidean distance from every point
to the neighboring centroids. If is necessary, the points are reassigned to a group with a closer centroid.
A new iteration will start using the new set of points to obtain the new centroids. From this point the
algorithm will iterate until the points do not switch clusters. The variation between k-means and k-
means++ lies in the prescreening of the initial seeds. Using initial seeds selected uniformly at random
can lead to a suboptimal grouping. To overcome this suboptimal calculation, the algorithm k-means++
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assigns a weighted probability to each point, increasing the chances of selecting the optimal
segmentation.34 The implemented algorithm appears in Appendix 1.
The input required to run the k-mean++ algorithm is the total sales (units) dataset per store and per
subfamily of the previous selling season. The total volume sold in a given store is the x element of
cluster k. The matrix of distances between the optimal seeds is calculated using the Euclidean distance
between point x and the nearest centroid. Depending on where the comparison begins, the measured
distances and center points of the clusters will be different. The algorithm uses an optimization method
to assure the least squared distance. The distance between the points and the centroids will be
minimized, while the inter-cluster distance is maximized. In other words, the algorithm tries to group
the stores with the most similar selling behavior.
The resulting output of the clusters ofstores inputs module is a list of arrays that partition all the stores
into k clusters. The array contains the cluster number (ID) and the stores that integrate that cluster; the
array also records the average performance of the cluster by extracting the characteristics of the
cluster's center points. The extracted information for each of the center points is used as the estimated
performance of a store that did not receive an article. That is, if a member (store) of cluster number 1
did not receive a historical reference, it is inferred that its behavior will be similar to the average
cluster behavior. Using the k-means algorithm and the closing aggregated sales of 2009, the existing
1,300 stores in 2010 were distributed among 134 clusters for the different subfamilies. The clusters are
updated when estimating the total demand for an historical article and new information is available.
The algorithm uses POS data that has been archived in one of Zara's databases. The algorithm takes 56
seconds to run, using historical datasets from one closed season. *
In the baseline methodology, the inputs described above were fixed into the sales data, and extracting
them requires simple mathematical algorithms. However, the datasets must be retrieved from the
database archives and formatted in a very specific way. With this clustering procedure, the clusters of
3 (K-means++: The Advantages of Careful Seeding, David Arthur and Sergei Vassilvitskii)
3 (Zara, 2009 total sales information)
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stores input can be complete overnight by the IT department, and the purchasing teams can easily
recall the results. The modular design of the three input modules save significant amounts of time and
nearly eliminate the calculation errors.
4.4 Top-Down forecast
Section 4.2 describes a methodology that generates a point forecast of demand at the article level.
However, suppliers need the specifics of the purchased lot. These are the number of garments that they
need to dye in a color and the number of units to cut in a given size.
4.4.1 Color Top-Down forecast
Section 3.1 explains how buyers decide how much to buy of each color. Most of their decisions come
from empirical knowledge and trendiness expectations. When deciding the final breakdown of the total
expected demand of an article into the demand per color, buyers have no other option but to use simple
multipliers to get to the color level. After interviewing the different buying groups, they show interest
in including the specific information of the network of stores that are planned to receive a particular
color.
The color's performance in a store is highly dependent on the selling behavior of the store itself and
the specific color preferences in each country. In other words, a Top-selling stores in Shanghai will sell
more pink skirts than a B store in Mexico City. First, the Top store is more likely to have a larger
volume of sales than the B store, and second, currently in China the color pink is in high demand.
Buyers would like to have the option to break down the quantity in a more accurate way.
The standard process recommended doing the Top-Down color forecast uses the demand pattern for
the new article i as the initial quantity to break down. The buyers input the number of colors that article
i will offer based on the trend expectations for colors in the upcoming season.
An analysis to obtain the average number of colors offered at Zara and the strength of each color was
conducted using two years of historical demand information (2009-2010). The analysis includes
information from all the purchasing departments., It showed that the number of different colors
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offered, index c (i), ranges between one and eleven. Appendix 2 shows the results of this analysis and
the relative strength of each color when offered with a number of other colors. The first step in the
Top-Down forecast of color is to estimate the strength factors per color per number of colors Wc (), the
first breakdown of the demand pattern for the new article. These factors are obtained considering that
100% of the stores received the article.
The second step is to capture the percentage of each type of stores that are planned to receive article i
in a given color. The type of store q is the stores' segmentation used by the Logistics Department to
decide how to distribute the purchased quantity of an article among the different storesj. The buyers
will input the specific subset of stores that will receive article i and the percentage of the stores. The
percentage of stores that will not receive the article will be deducted from the 100% of stores of that
type. The storesj that belongs to store type q and receive article i in color c are the subset of stores q.
The third step is to estimate the portion of demand for which each of the store types q is responsible.
The stores' partition is mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive; each type of store accounts for
a different percentage of the total demand of a subfamily W. Similarly to the intra- and inter- week
seasonal factors, the relative strength per store type will be calculated using historical data. The factor
XrER jEq wEY DemaldwYifor the store type q, Wq = rER JEQ WEyDemandrj, where each of the five factors Wrepresents the relative
selling strength per store type. It will be obtained by dividing the aggregated yearly demand for a store
type q per subfamily over the total yearly demand of the subfamily in all the stores.
The fourth step is to combine the strength per color with the percentage of the store type network
receiving the article and the strength per store type to calculate the final confidence in the colors
offered, CCc (o q- Equation 11 shows the calculation to combine the factors into the confidence in each
color offered for article i.
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CCc(i) q = Wc(i) * W * jEq
Equation 11: Color Confidence for an article per store type
The final step is to break down the purchased quantity per article into the different colors, multiplying
every confidence factor CCc (i) q times the sum of the obtained demand pattern for article i per store
type q YE Demand' .
4.4.2 Size Top-Down forecast
Similarly to the breakdown required at the color level, garment suppliers require the specific number of
units to cut for each size. As was explained in Section 4.1, buyers use as a guideline a so-called
"Mirror Curve" to decide the portion of the article that will be produced in each size. The Mirror Curve
is a historical reference for the fitting pattern of the garment, and it contains the historical sales
information of an article that has similar proportions to the new article for which buyers plan. Similar
to the demand estimation for the article level, the historical sales information for each size reflects only
the portion of demand that the stores captured with their available inventory.
Similar to the article level demand estimations, it is necessary to convert the historical sales dataset
into demand information. The first step is to count the out-of-stock days of the historical reference, in a
given store, in a particular size. Using the same principle used in Equation 1, it is necessary to know if
the article was displayed in the store or not. However, this condition is not enough to understand if a
particular size was displayed or not. The resulting output from Equation 1 identifies those days when
the article was not displayed in the store. For those days it is necessary to evaluate the on-hand-
inventory for each particular size. Equation 12 explains the two required conditions to consider a
particular size out-of-stock, and it refers to the days not displaying a particular size s: DNDd s. The
first condition looks for those days whereas customer wanted the article but the article was not display;
Equation 3 satisfies that condition. However, the article might have been removed because some of the
central sizes were out of stock. If that is the case, some of the sizes had enough stock to be displayed
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but the display inventory policy prevented them from being on the shelves. It is considered an out-of-
stock at the size level only if the inventory-on-hand for the specific size being analyzed equals zero
Ifd s = 0. The second part of Equation 12 looks for those days when the article was displayed but the
on-hand-inventory for the size being evaluated was zero. Even when part of the demand was captured
some customers for a particular size might be unsatisfied; this is an over-simplified assumption, where
no size substitution is allowed.
DNDrjs = {DNDd7 = 0} and {Irdjs = 0) or (DNDj = 1) and(Irj;s = 0)
Equation 12: Out-of-stock days for a particular size
The second step of the size Top-Down forecast is to estimate the selling potential of the days when an
out-of-stock event for a particular size was registered. The output from Equation 9, the intra-week
seasonality factors, will be integrated into those days with out-of stock to obtain the forgone selling
potential SPrj sor each size s. Equation 13 shows the calculation required to obtain the selling
potential of each size.
SPrjs = 6r * ( 1- d)d ~DNDrj S
dVD
Equation 13: Selling potential of a particular size
Equation 14 shows the final step to convert historical reference sales dataset per size into demand per
size. The weekly demand dataset per size is obtained by dividing the historical weekly sales pattern by
the calculated selling potential for each week for each size per store.
Sales"'
Demand' = rj s
sTjS S rJ S
Equation 14: Weekly demand for a particular size in a given store
The total demand for the article will be aggregated over all the stores and over all the sizes. To define
the portion to cut in each size, Equation 15 shows the Top-Down partition of the total demand of
article r into the portion required for each size W s.
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jEJ wEY Demandri;s
WS = jEJWEY SES Demand 5r; s
Equation 15: Top-Down forecast at size level
4.5 Chapter Summary
Section 4.1 identifies the potential areas for improvement in Zara's currently used purchasing
methodology. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 propose a standardized purchasing methodology, focusing on the
development point forecast to estimate demand. The architecture of the proposed methodology obtains
the purchasing quantity at the article level; it uses a combination of historical information and the
buyer's expertise as inputs into the system. The pathways followed by this new methodology allow the
buyers to enhance their decision-making process in three different ways. The first improvement is to
use demand information in lieu of POS data. By incorporating into the sales data the portion of demand
that Zara was not able to capture, buyers will have more accurate baseline information to predict future
demand. The second improvement automates the introduction of inter- and intra- week seasonality into
demand patterns based on the stores' situation at the moment of launching the new article. The third
improvement refines the selection of the network of stores that will receive the new article, with the
purpose of avoiding over-production if the article is not meant for all the stores. Finally, Section 4.4
shows the required calculations to Top-Down forecast the demand of the article into the color and size
level. Together these four improve the current purchasing methodology, with a positive impact in the
accuracy and time reduction on the purchasing process. Throughout this document there is no
numerical evidence supporting the actual improvement. It is necessary to incorporate the changes to an
automatic purchasing tool to see the benefits of this assessment that is beyond the limits of this thesis.
5. Architectural design of a tool to automate the proposed purchasing methodology
Every year Zara's purchasing departments source and buy the raw material and the finished goods for
more than 14,000 SKUs. Each transaction requires not only the skills of the buyers and the product
managers but also the systems preparation of the IT department to include the new references into
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Zara's database. As was described in previous chapters, one key necessity at the purchasing
departments is to automate the purchasing decision-making process. This chapter proposes the
planned architecture for a web-base GUI for the purchasing departments to automate their decision
making process.
The prototype interface is divided in three deductive menus; the first menu refers to the broad
information of the season "Campafia". This part of the prototype deals with all the articles plans to be
displayed in a season. The second menu is at the article level "Articulo". This part of the interface
works with single articles. The article menu has the historical databases of historical references, the
predictions for future sales, and a summary of the required quantity to purchase of a new reference.
The third menu is the category "Categoria". This part of the prototype is devoted to the interaction
between multiple items displayed at the same time in the stores.
5.1 Purchasing tool prototype: The selling season
One of the biggest challenges for the end users (buyers) of the purchasing tool is to manage large
amounts of data from different selling seasons. The accessibility and the organization of the
information are crucial to select the correct historical information and to keep track of the articles to be
source.
The menu "Campafla" of the proposed purchasing prototype tool is a receptacle for articles that a
purchasing department managed in past campaign or that is planning to manage in the remaining time
of the current season. The main objective of this part of the purchasing tool is to give the buyers a top-
level view of the season. The functionality of this menu is divided into two sub-menus. Figure 15
shows the first sub-menu "Status del Articulo" this is a to-do list for the buyers. In this part of the
interface the buyer interact with the information of the planned articles for the season and track the
progress of purchasing process for the new articles. The list shows how far the buyer is in planning and
executing the purchasing process for a new article. The buyer needs to complete two processes to have
a complete purchase plan. First, the buyer needs to forecast the new article's demand; by completing
this step the interface will put a checkmark under the "Prediccion" tab. That means: the most important
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input in the purchasing optimization tool is ready to be use. Second, the buyer executes the actual
purchasing plan. The purchasing-plan uses three inputs: The demand forecast for the new article
("Prediccion"), the estimation of the required exposition stock in stores, and the suppliers and
transportation costs information. Then, using these three inputs, the optimization tool will be executed
to generate a purchasing-plan proposal. Once the purchasing-plan proposal is completed a checkmark
will be reflected under the tab "Plan de Compra" purchasing-plan.
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Figure 10: Purchasing tool prototype. Status of the articles offered in the season
Figure 15 shows the second sub-menu "Alertas", that is an alerts list. This list of alerts is linked to the
suppliers' information: lead-times and capacity constraints. The list will rank the articles in urgency
order. The buyers can review the list of alerts and anticipate the required work for the upcoming due-
dates. The alerts sub-menu prevents the buyers from missing sourcing options. That is, the buyer is
aware that the last day to order from the optimal sourcing origin is approaching; therefore, the
purchasing-plan needs to be completed to lock-in the best sourcing option.
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Figure 11: Purchasing tool prototype: Season alerts
5.2 Purchasing tool prototype: The article
The article section of the prototype contains all the information related to a new article. This part of the
prototype is use as a planning tool when buying a new article. The article section is subdivided into
three menus. The first one defines a new article, the second has all the relevant information to forecast
demand of the new article, and the third has the relevant information to develop a purchasing plan for
the new article. This part of the prototype interface follows the purchase optimization process
described in Figure 9.
Figure 16 shows the prototype screen to define a new article in the database. In this part of the tool, the
buyer will upload all the available information for the new article. The first step is to assign a number
to identify the new article in the database, the convention at Zara is to assign a number to the fitting
pattern (Modelo) and a backslash (/) before a second number identifying the origin (Calidad). The first
block information is describes the article, the purchasing department, the specific fabric characteristics
of the article and the selling season. The main objective of this screen is to collect as much information
as possible about the new article. The second section will link the article to a category. A category is a
group of articles that share the same attributes: it can be a fabric, or a cutting style, or a feature that
provides the article with a specific selling behavior. The third section selects the Mirror Curve for the
new article and automatically displays the new article's offered sizes. The fourth section lists the
planned colors for the new article. Finally, the sixth section selects the historical reference or
references r for the new article. These historical references are also called comparable references; they
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refer to similar articles that can serve as a baseline in the demand forecast for the article. Once a
historical reference is selected it the archived sales pattern will be pulled from the database.
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Figure 12: Purchasing tool prototype: Defining a new article
The prediction section has all the information required to estimate the demand for the new article.
Section 4.2 explains the process for generating the point forecast of demand of new article. Figure 17
shows an example of the stages to convert the comparable historical reference POS data into demand
data; once the demand data set is obtain the demand will be extrapolated to the 100% of the stores. The
first stage shows only the POS pattern, which summarizes the observed sales aggregated by week. The
first stage is the aggregated POS is the baseline information for the demand forecast of the new article.
The second stage corrects the sales pattern to add the selling potential in the out-of-stock observations.
Equation 1 and Equation 2 explain how to construct the demand dataset: Demand,'; the demand
dataset contains the POS sales dataset corrected for out-of-stock. The third stage, using Equations 5, 6,
and 7 extrapolate the corrected demand pattern as if 100% of the existing stores at Zara would have
received the historical reference: Xy k(j) DesDemandri On this screen, the buyer will observe ther,k(J) -O hssretebyrwl ev 
sales evolution and the inventory behavior of the historical reference. Using clustering analysis the
demand information for all the stores will be extracted. Once the demand for all the stores is estimated
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buyers have the option to see the demand patterns for an average week. That is the demand patters
without the inter-week seasonality from the historical reference Figure 17 shows the three stages that
the buyer will see in the screen. The output of this screen is the demand dataset used as a baseline for
the forecast for the new article.
C1111110
Stage 1
POS data of historical reference
Stage 2
POS data converted into demand
Stage 3
Demand in all the stores
Figure 13: Purchasing tool prototype: Historical reference
Equation 10 in Section 4.2 defines the methods to extract the inter-week seasonal factors r'p. On the
prediction screen the buyer can see the selling potential per week as if they all the weeks where
average. The deseasonalized demand dataset of an article DesDemandrr is generated using
Equation 6. Figure 18 shows an example of the interface that the buyer will when deseasonalizing the
demand pattern.
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Figure 14: Purchasing tool prototype: Deseasonalized demand of historical reference
Section 4.4.1 explains the top-down forecast for color, the main is to partition the article level forecast
into a color level forecast. The next sub-menu in the prediction section is the store and color sub-menu.
This part of the tool automates the top-down forecast at the color level. On this screen the buyer will
start updating the historical demand pattern with the specific information for the new article. This
screen is an interactive screen, and the buyer will input the confidence level in each color and will
select the network of stores that will receive the article in a given color. Figure 19 shows a graphical
representation of the screen. The buyer can exclude the stores of a country or can predetermine a
network of stores used frequently. The tool automatically partitions the article forecast using
Equation 11 and the information of the network of stores selected by the buyer.
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Figure 15: Purchasing tool prototype: Stores and colors
Similarly, Section 4.4.2 explains the top-down forecast for sizes. Figure 20 shows the interface to top-
down forecast the sizes decision. The tool gives the buyer two options. First, the tool uses the historical
sizes and cutting percentage of the subfamily. Some new articles bring new fittings to the stores; this
new trends might not have a comparable historical fitting pattern (Mirror Curve). In this case, the
buyer needs to use a "generic curve". The generic curve is the average sales for each size, using the
information of all the articles in a subfamily and combined with the selected sizes for the new article,
the percentage required to satisfy the expected demand for each size will be obtained.
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Figure 16: Purchasing tool prototype: Sizes partition Generic curve
The second option is to use a Mirror Curve from a specific historical reference. This option will
convert the sales dataset for each size into demand for each size. Equations 11I and 12 converts= the
observed sales of the historical reference per size into demand data Demand" . Then, Equation 13
extracts from the sales pattern of that reference the specific weight for each size 144 ~. These factors
will top-down the forecast demand at the size level. Figure 21 shows the prototype screen for this part
of the tool.
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This interface helps the buyers simulate the best launching date for the new article. Based on the inter-
week seasonality factors affecting the demand pattern of the new article and considering the number of
articles of the same category, a potential cannibalization factor for the new reference can be obtained.
This part of the prototype allows the buyers to rate the level of confidence in the calculation, this level
is a qualitative rate based on the available information and how accurate the buyer thinks the prediction
is. In addition to just providing a point forecast of demand for the new article, it is good to provide a
statistical estimate of how much the actual demand is likely to vary around this single number. The
most traditional approach in literature uses the MSE (Mean Square Error). MSE provides an estimate
of the variance of the one-step forecast error. That is, one period ahead the last point. The error terms
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are considered normally distributed to obtain the confidence intervals. 36 The main purpose of this
rating is to give the buyer some boundaries in the purchasing decision. This confidence intervals are
important because they represent the upper and lower limit that demand can take; if the buyer finds a
limit closer to zero, is important to question the results of the demand prediction, changing the
launching date might provide different confidence intervals, this part of the tool allow the buyer to plan
automatically for different launching dates.
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Figure 18: Purchasing tool prototype: Selling capacity
The next section is the purchasing plan section, the purchase-plan recommendation are to be determine
using an optimization module that is beyond the scope if this thesis. In this part of the tool the buyer
can record the different transactions held with suppliers, the relevant costs information and the output
of the optimized purchases plan, that contains information of how much to buy from where. The
purchase plan is subdivided into three sub-menus: the first sub-menu is the suppliers' information. The
second sub-menu is the exposition stock. The third sub-menu is the purchases plan.
36(S. Makridakis, S. C. Wheelwright & R. J. Hyndman. Forecasting Methods and applications. John Wiley
& Sons (1998) p.p. 88-93.)
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The first sub-menu: suppliers, on this screen the buyer can record all the transactions held with the
suppliers. The basic information to subscribe a new supplier is the identification code of the supplier,
and the country of origin of the article. Once the supplier is uploaded in the system, the buyer can fill
the information about the interaction with supplier. The tradeoff with suppliers is between the total
costs per unit and the delivering time. On this screen the buyer will record the potential transportation
cost for each of the transportation methods. Using this system the buyers can visually understand the
costs differences coming from the different transportation methods. Figure 23 shows the prototype for
this screen.
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Figure 19: Purchasing tool prototype: Suppliers
The next sub-menu is exposition stock. This section interacts with the recorded information about the
subset of stores receiving the article, and obtains the amount of initial stock required to fill the tables or
walls that will display the new article. Figure 24 shows the prototype tool for this part, as it was
explained in previous chapters, there is a minimum stock required to launch the selling season in the
stores, however, buyers do not compute the required quantity, they only use a predefine number. This
tool will compute the specific exposition stock requirement using the predefine specifications of each
type of store: number of table or walls to cover, square-feet to cover with the new article, etc. This
automatic computation will give the buyers the exact requirements per store type and per color to fill
the stores.
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Figure 20: Purchasing tool prototype: Exposition stock
The last sub-menu in the purchase plan is the purchase plan screen. This part of tool has two main
objectives. The first objective is to summarize the profits obtained with the merchandizing of this
article. The second is to summarize and record the purchasing decisions: suppliers, origin, total cost,
transportation methods, and delivering dates. This part of the tool can be access at any time in the
future and will serve as a guideline for future purchases. Figure 25 shows the prototype of this screen.
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Figure 21: Purchasing tool prototype: Purchasing plan
5.3 Purchasing tool prototype: The category
The last section is the Category, "Categoria". A category is defined as a group of articles for which a
buyer needs to do a top-down forecast. In Zara, it is common to define the forecast of a single item
based on the total requirements of a category. A group of articles that share a characteristic in common
(wool, golden, flower patterns, etc.) is most likely to have a similar group of articles sold in the past.
The group of similar articles sold in the past is called a comparable historical category. This
comparable historical category is the baseline to forecast the sales potential of the new season's
category. The baseline demand of the historical category is modified to include the expected growth
for that category. That is, if the fashion trend for the upcoming season emphasizes the use of cotton
articles. The next season buyers expect an increase in the cotton demand. Therefore, the demand for
the individual items that belong to the cotton category will increase. This part of the buyers' tool kit
automates the estimation of the future demand for a category. The "Categoria" section is subdivided
into three sub-menus. The first one is defining a Category. The second one is predicting the future
performance of the category. The third one is the planning for the future of the category.
The first sub-menu is defining a category. This screen allows the buyer to link a group of articles
together. That is, if two or more articles share a given selling attribute and they can be Top-Down
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forecast they need to be linked to the same category. Figure 26 shows the prototype for the category
definition sub-menu. The buyers have the option of including or removing articles in the category and
they can save their changes with a different category name if required.
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Figure 22: Purchasing tool prototype: Defining a category
The second sub-menu is planning for the future season of the category. Top management will decide
the percentage increase aimed for each category. The tool gives the buyers two options: first use
historical sales of all the articles and project the extra percentage on the sales figures. The second
option use the corrected demand figures and project the expected growth percentage. Having obtained
the individual demand figures for each article, this step is only an aggregation step. Figure 27 shows
the expected screen to perform this estimation.
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Figure 23: Purchasing tool prototype: Expected growth prediction for a category
The last sub-menu in the category section is the planning sub-menu. This is an interactive screen that
allows buyers to graphically see the when is the best point in the season to introduce a new article for
that category. Additionally it allows the buyers to see which categories are falling behind the expected
growth, if this is the case they can introduce new articles or they can re-think the expected growth.
This screen is also designed for allowing the articles to interact in the category. That is, if the articles
have saturated the category expectation for a given week all the articles in that category in that week
will be penalized for cannibalization between each other. In the screen each of the bar graphs represent
an article. Using the selected launching date in the Article section, each is located in its corresponding
week launching week in the graph. Depending on the forecasted demand of each article the size of the
bar will be represented. The line graph represents the expected demand for the category. Figure 28
shows this part of the tool.
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Figure 24: Purchasing tool prototype: Articles' interaction in a category
5.4 Chapter Summary
Chapter 5 describes the prototype purchase tool. The tool is a friendly-user interface that allows the
buyers to control and interact with the database information related to the articles in the stores. The
information is divided in a logical way: First it is evaluated the information at the season level. That is,
the buyer will capture the overall perspective of the entire season. In this section the buyer manages all
the articles and the purchasing progress for each article. The system will alert of the most urgent
purchases to fulfill the requirements in the stores. The second section is the article. It captures the
information related to the article. In this section the buyer defines the new articles and using historical
information as it was described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of this document, the buyers will forecast the
expected demand for the article. This prediction will be Top-Down forecasted at the color-store and the
size level, using the process defined in Section 4.4 of this document. Finally the tool gives the buyers
the expected purchasing limits based on the confidence in the prediction of the article. The last part of
the article menu is the definition the purchasing plan. This purchasing plan utilizes an optimization
model to generate recommendation to answer the questions: how much to buy, form where and when
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to buy; the optimization module is beyond the reach of this document. The third section is the category
level. It is address the interaction between articles and allows the buyers to plan the launching dates of
individual articles minimizing the expected cannibalization between articles in the same category.
Currently at Zara is building the infrastructure required to support this new implementation. As part of
this case of study it was delivered a fully working prototype for a small sample of articles.
6. Conclusions
The purchasing and sourcing activities are two of the main competencies in the fashion industry. A
fashion buyer is responsible for choosing the products that the company sells. The buyers oversee the
development of clothes, which are targeted towards a particular market and price range. They need to
communicate effectively with clothing suppliers and manufacturers. They need to visualize the budget
and the profits that the company will make as well as how much they need to spend and to gain. All of
these activities are characterized by a nice blend between art and science. The main objective of this
case study for Zara is to provide the buyer's team with a set of tools to facilitate the scientific part of
their job.
The purchasing process was reviewed, analyzed, and broken down into the smallest activity units.
With the valuable input of buyers, managers, IT developers, and country managers, an enhanced and
standard purchasing methodology was found. The proposed new methodology is a modularized
process that, based on past performance of articles, predicts the future performance of a new article in
the stores.
The first enhancement to the purchasing methodology is the conversion of POS datasets into demand
information. By automatically extracting the out-of-stock information from the recorded sales data, the
methodology enables buyers to base their estimations on demand information. This enhancement will
reflect the real selling potential of an article, as if the stores displaying the article would have received
an infinite amount of inventory. This calculation will correct the sales pattern for the supply chain
errors observed in the past. The predicting performance of a new article will take into account those
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days for which the inventory was not enough. This insufficiency will be translated into purchase of a
more accurate quantity, reducing the overall possibility of losing a sale for under-stocking and
enhancing the brand recognition among the final consumers.
The second enhancement in the purchasing methodology is to update the obtained demand pattern with
the specific expected stores' conditions at the purchasing time for the new article. That update involves
first extracting the inter-week seasonality from the historical reference. Second, using cluster analysis,
the deseasonalized demand pattern will be extrapolated as if all the stores had received the article. The
third step is selecting the network of stores that will receive the new article. The fourth step is to re-
seasonalize the demand pattern using the planned launching date of the new article. This enhancement
allows the buyer to obtain the demand prediction corresponding to the exact subset of stores receiving
the new article, incorporating the store openings and closures. In general, the aim is to capture the most
up-to-date situation of the stores. This level of accuracy in the demand estimation will reduce the
initial purchasing costs. In addition, having a good estimate of the required initial quantity will
enhance the interaction between the logistics/distribution department and the purchasing/sourcing
departments.
The third enhancement in the purchasing methodology is the Top-down forecast for the article's
demand pattern. That is, the enhancement includes estimating the demand for all the colors and sizes of
the offered article. Using the historical behavior per country per Sub-family and the expected demand
pattern of the new article, the selling potential is broken down from the article level to the color and
size levels. This breakdown will help the buyers give the supplier an immediate and accurate quantity
to cut for each color and size. The Top-down forecast includes the most up-to-date information and
captures the evolution of sizes and color preferences of the final consumers around the world.
The fourth enhancement in the purchasing process integrates the capabilities of the IT systems with the
previously described standard methodology. The designed prototype of the purchasing GUI is
described in Chapter 5. This web-based system gives the buyers the technological platform required to
optimize their decision-making process. This enhancement represents an important technological
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advance in the decision-making process at the purchasing departments at Zara. The accuracy,
efficiency, and general ability to use the database will significantly improve the performance of the
purchasing group.
All the enhancements in the purchasing process are intended to relieve the buyers of all the
burdensome activities that can be performed by a computer. Such enhancements leave buyers with
time to focus on the strategic art of purchasing.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Appendix 1: Stores clustering algorithm
The java routine show bellow describes the stores clustering algorithm implemented at Zara.
package com.inditex.logistica.zaral.hadoop.reducer;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.HashSet;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Random;
import java.util.Set;
import org.apache.commons.math.stat.clustering.Cluster;
import org.apache.commons.math.stat.clustering.KMeansPlusPlusClusterer;
import org.apache.commons.math.stat.descriptive.moment.Mean;
import org.apache.commons.math.stat.descriptive.rank.Percentile;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.NullWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.Reducer;
import com.inditex.logistica.zaral.hadoop.model.cluster.TiendaSubfamilia;
import com.inditex.logistica.zaral.hadoop.writables.VentaTiendaWritable;
public class ClusterizacionSubfamiliaReducer
extends
Reducer<Text, VentaTiendaWritable, NullWritable, Text> {
private static final int NUMCLUSTERS = 133;
private enum KEYFIELDS {
IDCAMPANA, IDTIPOSECCION, IDSUBFAMILIA;)
@Override
public void setup(Context context) {}
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@Override
public void finalize() {}
@Override
public void reduce(Text key,
Iterable<VentaTiendaWritable> values,
Context context) throws IOException, InterruptedException {
Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia> clusterPercentil05 = null;
Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia> clusterPercentil95 = null;
//Lista de las tiendas que se van a clusterizar. Se han quitado los percentiles 5 y 95
ArrayList<TiendaSubfamilia> arrayTiendasClusterizar = new ArrayList<TiendaSubfamilia>();
//Lista de todas las tiendas
ArrayList<TiendaSubfamilia> arrayTiendas = new ArrayList<TiendaSubfanilia>();
List<Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia>> listaClusters = null;
ArrayList<Double> ventasTiendas = new ArrayList<Double>()
clusterPercentil05 = null;
clusterPercentil95 = null;
for (VentaTiendaWritable vTienda : values) {
arrayTiendas.add(new TiendaSubfamilia(vTienda.getIdTiendao, vTienda.getVentao));
ventasTiendas.add(vTienda.getVenta();}
Percentile percentil = new Percentileo;
Set<Double> numPosibleClusters = new HashSet<Double>();
double[] arrayVentas = new double[ventasTiendas.size();
for (int i = 0; i < ventasTiendas.sizeo; i++) {
arrayVentas[i] = ventasTiendas.get(i);}
int percentil05 = (int) percentil.evaluate(arrayVentas, 5d);
int percentil95 = (int) percentil.evaluate(arrayVentas, 95d);
for (int i = 0; i < arrayTiendas.sizeo; i++) {
if (arrayTiendas.get(i).getVentas() < percentil95
&& arrayTiendas.get(i).getVentaso> percentil05) {
arrayTiendasClusterizar.add(arrayTiendas.get(i));
} else (if (arrayTiendas.get(i).getVentas() <= percentil05) {
if (clusterPercentil05 = null) {
clusterPercentil05 = new Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia>(
arrayTiendas.get(i));
clusterPercentil05.addPoint(arrayTiendas.get(i));
} else {
clusterPercentil05
.addPoint(arrayTiendas.get(i)); }}
if (arrayTiendas.get(i).getVentas() >= percentil95) {
if (clusterPercentil95 == null) {
clusterPercentil95 = new Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia>(
arrayTiendas.get(i));
clusterPercentil95.addPoint(arrayTiendas.get(i));
} else {
clusterPercentil95
.addPoint(arrayTiendas.get(i));})}}
for (int i = 0; i < arrayTiendasClusterizar.size(; i++) {
numPosibleClusters.add(arrayTiendasClusterizar.get(i)
.getVentasO);}
if (numPosibleClusters.sizeo 0) {
return;}
if (numPosibleClusters.size() < NUMCLUSTERS) {
if (numPosibleClusters.sizeo > 10) {
KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia> clusterer = new KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia>(
new Randomo);
listaClusters = clusterer.cluster(
arrayTiendasClusterizar,
numPosibleClusters.size() / 10, 1000000000);
} else {
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if (numPosibleClusters.sizeO >= 1) {
KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia> clusterer = new KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia>(
new RandomO);
listaClusters = clusterer.cluster(
arrayTiendasClusterizar,
1, 1000000000);
}}) else {
KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia> clusterer = new KMeansPlusPlusClusterer<TiendaSubfamilia>(
new Randomo);
listaClusters = clusterer.cluster(arrayTiendasClusterizar,
NUMCLUSTERS, 1000000000);)
listaClusters.add(clusterPercentil95);
listaClusters.add(clusterPercentil05);
int contadorCluster = 1;
for (Cluster<TiendaSubfamilia> cluster: listaClusters) {
if (cluster==null) {
continue;)
List<TiendaSubfamilia> listaTiendas = cluster.getPointso;
double[] ventasCluster =new double[listaTiendas.size(];
intj=0;
for (TiendaSubfamilia tiendaSubfamilia : listaTiendas) {
ventasClusterj] = tiendaSubfamilia.getVentaso;
j++;}
Mean m = new Meano;
double media = m.evaluate(ventasCluster);
for (TiendaSubfamilia tiendaSubfamilia : listaTiendas) {
context.write(NullWritable.geto, new Text(key.toString() +
","+contadorCluster+","+tiendaSubfamilia.getIdTienda(+","+
tiendaSubfamilia.getVentaso/media))}
contadorCluster++;}}}
8.2 Appendix 2: Weight per number of colors.
The table bellow shows the summary of number of colors and color confidence per number of colors
conducted using the 2010 demand for all the articles sold during the spring-summer collection.
No. De Colores Nivel de confianza historico 1 0,07 1 0,04
1 1 1,00 2 0,09 2 0,05
2 1 0,42 3 0,10 3 0,062 0,58 4 0,14 4 0,07
1 0,25 5 0,17 5 0,09
3 2 0,33 6 0,1 10 003 0,33 7 0,24 6 0,10
3 0,42 1 0,05 7 0,11
1 0,17 2 0,07 8 0,12
4 2 0,22 3 0,10 9 0,133 0,27 8 4 0,11 10 0,234 0,34 5 0,12 1 0,04
1 0,13 6 0,13 2 0,05
2 0,16 7 0,17
5 3 0,2 8 0,24 3 0,06
4 0,23 1 0,02 3 0,06
5 0,28 2 0,05 4 0,07
1 0,09 3 0,08 11 5 0,09
2 0,09 4 0,10 6 0,10
3 0,14 9 5 0,11 7 0,116 0,46 0,13 70,114 0,18 7 0,14 7 0,11
5 0,21 8 0,16 8 0,14
6 0,26 9 0,21 9 0,17
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